


THE GLORY HOLE GUIDE

WHAT IS A GLORY HOLE  ?

Learn the complete definition of a Glory Hole and why they men frequent them.

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT

Looking in the right place will yield options you never knew existed.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Enhance your pleasure when you take these items .

GETTING SOME GLORY

Make your hook up hassle free with these effective strategies .

PRIVATE HOLE AT YOUR SERVICE

Tired of spending money at adult bookstores ? A private glory hole may be the  solution.

  I have worked hard to make this guide accurate. Let me know what you think. Your support of JUS Lube makes

these special guides possible.  Thanks for reading. Have the Best Sex of Your Life !

INFO@DICKZTOYZ.COM

 SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM DICK ROSS



WHAT IS A GLORY HOLE ?

A Glory  Hole  is a hole in a wall, or door, often between adult video arcade booths for people to

engage in sexual activity or observe the person in the next cubicle get off.

Glory Holes have been a stable of the underground sex world since the 60's. I haven't been able to

find an exact date when they become popular but I do know it is one of the best public sexual

experiences one can have. While men have various reasons for enjoying sex through a Glory Hole, I

will detail a few that come up in discussions.

WHY IT’S HOT

IT’S ANONYMOUS

There is something about doing something that you are not supposed to. One night stands can

create great memories for years to come. And the Glory Hole takes it to the next level. It is

completely anonymous. You don't have to know the person on the other end. Many don't ever see

them. If you want to enjoy a warm mouth sucking your dick until you bust, just stick your dick in

the Glory Hole. It's that simple.

SIZE DOESN'T MATTER

Men are visual creatures. The mainstream gay culture is obsessed with the physical form. While

some men take the attitude to go along to get along, others don't have the ability to spend hours

in the gym just to get some sexual attention. The Glory Hole is an equalizer. Men that love to

service are not interested in your waist size. Simply slide your cock through the hole and recieve all

the attention you desire. If you are looking to taste a thick veiny dick, then you can have all you

want without having to measure up to appearance standards.

A HORNY GUY WITH A HEAVY LOAD NEEDS TO GET OFF... A STRANGER

IS EXPOSING HIS MOST VULNERABLE ASSET TO MY HOT EAGER

MOUTH... IT’S MY JOB TO SUCK AND DRAIN HIS BALLS ...

www.DICKZTOYZ.com



QUICKER THAN A HOOK UP

Online adult social networks were supposed to provide men with a faster way to get off. You played by the rules: wrote a

great ad, uploaded pictures and logged on frequently. Unfortunately, you have to consistently play email tag with men that

aren't sincere in their desire to meet up. Why continue the hassle when you can go to the Glory Hole ? Glory Holes provide

a hook up in the immediate now. You don't have to trade emails, chat endlessely and answer hundreds of questions. You

are in one booth, he is in the other. Each has what the other is looking for. It's time to play. I have gone to Glory Holes and

recieve some great oral sex in less than fifteen minutes.

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT

At one time, it would be very difficult not to find a Glory

Hole. The traditional video booths have now received

cosmetic upgrades. The movies are  digital, new booths

only take dollar bills and the Glory Hole is getting harder

to find. But if you know where to look, you can find

them.

SURF THE WEB

Glory Hole lovers have taken to the fetish, organized it

and made a community. There are directories that list

Glory Holes. These websites are constantly updated by

users with detailed reviews that provide everything you

need to know before leaving your house.

Squirt.org is the premier website to find Glory Holes.

You can search by city, state and country. Directions,

costs and important information is listed. I highly

reccomend reading through the reviews under each

listing. They will give you a sense of what to expect. But

take this information with a grain of salt. There have

been a number of men who have said a location was bad

because they didn't get any sexual attention.

BE HASSLE FREE

When contemplating a location for Glory Hole sex you

should focus on location, activity and staff. Only visit

stores that are in safe neighborhoods. The activity of the

Glory Hole is important. Some places are very active

during lunch time while others are busy during the night.

Always select based on the time you have to play. Police

activity is something you must consider. There are some

Glory Holes that have been targeted in major cities. The

staff of the book store is a major consideration. You want

to select a store with staff that don't harass the patrons. It

is acceptable for a clerk to tell the patrons to spend

money and not stand around. But some clerks go

overboard. In my experience,gay clerks are the worst.

They are trying to get dick while earning a paycheck. And

if they can't, they don't want anyone to get off.  This is

where the reviews are valueable. Members of Squirt.org

always inform others when they come across a bad clerk.



WIPES

Clean sex is the best. You don't want to bring any germs home. Be sure to wipe down the wall surrounding the Glory Hole

and inside of the hole. Most adult bookstores don't santize the booth's interior.  Extra caution is advised for booths that are

painted black because you can't see how dirty they are.  I use the Huggies brand because it does a great job of cleaning and

are gentle enough for my body after orgasm.

CONDOMS

I don't use condoms for oral because I need to feel every bit of wetness available at the other end of the hole. Use condoms

for oral sex if you want to be extra careful. I suggest a flavored condom. Men don't like the taste of plastic. You may be

rejected by the guy on the other end when he sees your plastic covered dick. Should this happen to you, simply leave the

booth and wait for another opportunity. Anal sex does happen in a gloryhole. Having condoms available keeps you

prepared.

LUBE

If anal sex happens at a Glory Hole, then sex lubricant must be on hand. It is best to the premium water based lubricant

JUS. It feels silky , lasts longer and cost less than the leading brand you are currently using. The anal experience should be

as interuption free as possible. JUS will provide a smooth glide for the entire session. Be sure to use an anal douche before

coming to the Glory Hole if you are looking to get fucked. Not only is it unsanitary to shit in a video booth, its also bad sex

ettiquette. You know you want dick, be prepared to take it.

MONEY

Adult bookstores in a number of cities charge a door fee to enter. You are given tokens in exchange to put in the machines

that keep the videos running. Be sure to purchase enough tokens to cover your entire session. It's a hassle to be enjoying a

hot movie, feeling pleasure from the Glory Hole and then hear silence when the movie stops playing. And if you are at a

store that is frequented by gays, you will definitely attract an audience with ears to the booth trying to hear how good it is.

Keep your play private by ensuring the machine is full once you have begun play.

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

www.DICKZTOYZ.com



GETTING SOME GLORY

Whether you are looking to recieve or desiring a meaty dick

to feed the need, there are some simple strategies that will

make the  adventure hassle free. Men who live in major cities

often find that connecting is much faster than those that live

in rural areas. Should you live in a small town, I suggest that

you find your nearest metropolitan city that has a variety of

stores for you to choose from. There is nothing wrong with

taking your desires on the road.

Arrive at least thirty minutes before the place gets busy.

Check for any pin holes in doors that could provide a show.

There are two different techniques that can work for making

a connection. Let's briefly discuss them.

READY TO RECIEVE

This strategy is perfect for the man that loves to serve. You

will need large amount of tokens or dollars to keep the

machine flowing. Once the booth store begins to fill up with

guys, you simply go into the booth and wait for someone to

enter. After he enters the booth and closes the door, simply

rub your index finger along the rim of the Glory Hole. This

will let him know that you are ready to recieve. Wait a few

moments, he may be nervous. Rub your index finger along

the rim another time. If he is interested, he will place his dick

through the hole for you to enjoy.  If you are feeling freaky,

you can squat down in front of the Glory Hole with your

mouth open. It will be hard for him not to fill it with

something hard. It is best to keep the movie playing in order

to signal that you are available. You may have a number of

men that will walk in the booth, peak through the hole and

leave. They are not serious and might even be bottoms.

TASTE THIS TOP

I thought about this method from watching men that had

limited time hook up effectively in rural areas. Walk into a

booth equipped with a Glory Hole that has another person

on the other side currently watching a selection. Place your

money into the booth. Stand in front of the Glory Hole and

slowly massage your dick through your pants. Wait a few

moments for the buddy in the other booth to either rub his

finger in the Glory Hole or need down to be fed. Once ready,

slide your dick in the Glory Hole to enjoy some oral action.

NO BOOTH BUDDY ?

There will be times when you enter an adult book store and

its full of men who are either hugging the walls .



Are you selective about who sucks your dick ? or Is there a specific man in the store that you want to get with ? If you are

not selective then you can make a public display of your desire to recieve oral sex. Rub your crotch or hold it while walking

around. Your goal is to signal those men looking to give oral pleasure that you want to be serviced. Be obversant of any

signals: licking lips, a glance then putting his head down, him walking slowly behind you , etc. These are very subtle ways

that you know you have made a connection. Once you have found someone who is interested, you go into the adult video

booth to seal the deal.

There are a number of men who want to enjoy the Glory Hole but desire a specific person. This is an ideal situation that

takes time and patience. When men are walking around the book store it takes effort to get a specific person to go in the

booth with you. He may have reservations about people seeing him make such a public act or he could not be attracted to

you. If attracted, he may wait until people are not watching to make a move. It could take an hour or more. If you have the

time, go after him. But if you are looking to get off, find the guy that is ready to recieve.

PRIVATE HOLE AT YOUR SERVICE

There has been a new trend in the Glory Hole fetish: The

Private Hole. Private Glory Holes are doors or any other

structure made where a man can have the same Glory Hole

experience in the privacy of his own home. The explosive

growth has been fueled by erotic videos posted on

Xtube.com . The raw passion that is exuded from these

videos has encouraged men to make the investment.

Having a private Glory Hole has its advantages. You can live

your fantasy on your own terms. There is no driving to an

adult book store, spending money on videos and waiting to

have sexual play. You simply market your Glory Hole

through video, online classifieds or adult social networking

sites  and wait to be contacted. One may think that it can't

be that easy to have sex but it is. The right video can

definitely keep you busy. Could you imagine having men

contacting you instead you going after them ?

Private Glory Holes are very inexpensive to make. If you are

the handy type, you can go to home depot with

measurements and have a door cut exactly to fit your need.

You may get a few stares when you ask clerk at Home

Depot to make a large hole at the center of a door.

 If you don't have the courage to go that route but want a

Private Glory Hole that is portable, I suggest you get a

custom door by Glory Holes Now . They can fit in a standard

size suit case, are light weight, adjustable, discreet and

quickly assemble/disassemble. And it cost less than $200

which equals twenty trips to most adult video movie

theaters. The action one can get from a Private Glory Hole

can be astonishing. I have seen men who would be

overlooked in a book store enjoy the ability to pick and

choose who they were going to engage.

www.DICKZTOYZ.com



WEBSITES

SQUIRT

Largest online social network and directory with listings

for Glory Hole,  Bathhouses and  Truck stops.

www.Squirt.org

CRUISING FOR SEX

Very active message board for men that are looking for

sex. There are reviews from real men. The site that

started it all.

www.CruisingforSex.com

XTUBE

The largest online video sharing website with thou-

sands of private Glory Hole Videos from around the

world.

www.Xtube.com

CRAIGSLIST.ORG

Has postings of men advertising Glory Holes in the men

seeking men section. The  ads update every few min-

utes. The search function at the top page will list recent

Glory Hole postings.

www.Craigslist.org

PRIVATE GLORY HOLES

GLORY HOLES NOW

Enjoy the pleasure of sex your way with an adjustable, por-

table and lightweight glory hole. Priced to perfection. Click

the  Glory Hole to get your very own...

XTUBE PRIVATE GLORY HOLES

The men in these videos are always looking for men to suck.
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